STAIRS FOR HOUSE BUILDERS

JELD-WEN is the UK’s largest volume timber stair manufacturer with decades of experience in supplying stairs
to leading house builders and contractors throughout the UK. Backed by the financial support of a global
business, JELD-WEN benefits from the Group’s wider buying power and research and development expertise,
yet remains a dedicated stairs business and the UK’s market leader.
Proud to be UK based

Dedicated to responsible business

We believe that UK manufacturing is unparalleled in terms of quality
and craftsmanship. All JELD-WEN staircases are manufactured in the
UK at our site in Melton Mowbray. Our products undergo rigorous
testing and we carry a number of third party accreditations and
affiliations that ensure our products are of the highest standards.

JELD-WEN aims to source all its timber according to recognised
Chain of Custody schemes, and a full Forest Stewardship Council®
(FSC®) Chain of Custody certification is available on request.
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PERSONALISED STAIR SERVICE
To demonstrate our commitment to providing our customers with the very best stairs solutions,
JELD-WEN offer a personalised service package which includes:

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Free on-site measuring service available on request
Dedicated account manager and field support
From 3 weeks delivery time
Partnership working with tailored package solutions
Secure continuity of supply
UK manufactured
Guaranteed for 10 years

Partnership approach
At JELD-WEN we understand what house builders and contractors
really need when it comes to the manufacture and supply of
stairs. From having competitive prices and meeting lead-times, to
delivering the highest technical performance without compromising
environmental standards, quite simply JELD-WEN offers it all.
Our nationwide, specialist account managers will streamline the
entire process from start to finish, all backed by our team of
experienced stair technicians.
We know that certain installations can create unexpected challenges.
We will work with you to devise innovative solutions to make sure
the job gets done, and provide ongoing support to your team.
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SETTING HIGH STANDARDS
At JELD-WEN we recognise the importance of acting responsibly and strive to be at the forefront of innovation
in order to drive the highest standards within the industry. We work closely with third party industry bodies to
achieve this, and to ensure all our products are tested to meet current legislation and standards across the UK.
BWF Stair Scheme

Stairs, under Building Regulation Part K, must meet the criteria
of load bearing capacity set out in BS6399-1 and the resulting
deflection, for which limits are set. The criteria are different for
a single occupancy dwelling to the higher requirements of a
multi occupancy dwelling or ‘common flight’, where one
stair serves multiple dwellings (e.g. a block of flats or certain
commercial buildings).

JELD-WEN stairs are independently assessed and accredited by
the British Woodworking Federation (BWF) to guarantee that
all staircases meet prevailing Building Regulations requirements
and will stand up to the rigours of everyday life. The BWF
badge displayed on each JELD-WEN staircase is your assurance
of compliance. Our Communal stairs are also available as fire
protected stairs as certified by the Loss Prevention Certification
Board (LPCB).
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We understand how important quality is to our customers and
therefore continually develop our products and services to achieve
the high standards that are expected. JELD-WEN Stairs are formally
assessed under quality standards and are ISO9001: 2008 certified.
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Common flights may also need to meet the criteria set out
in Approved Document M (Disabled Access) and possibly the
requirements of BS8300 and the Disability Discrimination
Act (DDA).
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Technical performance
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SETTING HIGH
STANDARDS

Sustainability
Timber is the only truly sustainable building material, emitting less
CO2 in the manufacturing process than man-made materials such
as concrete or steel. Not only is timber carbon neutral but it is also
fully recyclable and biodegradable.
JELD-WEN takes its environmental responsibilities seriously.
That’s why we aim to provide our customers with environmentally
beneficial products with timber sourced from well managed forests.
Where we get our wood really matters and that’s why we can
offer a full Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) Chain of Custody
Certification upon request.

For stairs enquiries contact 01664 504 167

All our stairs also meet the new EU Timber Regulations which
aim to prevent the trade in illegal harvesting of timber.
JELD-WEN is certified under the ISO 14001 Environmental
Management Standard to maintain and ensure continual
improvement of environmental performance.
For a full copy of our environmental policy visit:
www.jeld-wen.co.uk/aboutus
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CUSTOMISED SERVICE - AVANT HOMES
Avant Homes, a leading residential developer, recently developed a brand new range of homes inspired by the
aspirations and needs of their customers. Their vision is to create homes that are fashionable and reflective of a
modern way of living which was applied throughout the homes, from kitchens and internal doors, fixtures and
fittings right through to the stairs.
JELD-WEN was approached to work with Avant Homes to develop
a new and distinctive look for their stairs that would fit their new
home vision. The JELD-WEN stairs team worked closely with Martin
Sanwell, Group Procurement Director at Avant Homes and their
technical and design teams to understand the needs of the project.
A customised stair design was developed specifically for Avant
Homes which offered a stylish, unique look, different from a
standard new build specification which will help differentiate the
homes for sale. The bespoke design included a hemlock newel
post with dark wood inlay detail and newel cap, complemented
by contemporary unique baluster design to give the home a
prestigious feel throughout.
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Martin Sanwell, Group Procurement Director commented:

‘’We looked to JELD-WEN for a solution to fit
with our vision and worked closely with them
to implement a unique design for our projects.
We were delighted with their approach to the
project and with their flexibility to work with us
to develop a tailored package specifically for our
needs. We were extremely pleased with the end
result and the excellent service that JELD-WEN
provided.’’

CUSTOMISED
SERVICE

For stairs enquiries contact 01664 504 167
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CONTINUITY OF SUPPLY - BOVIS HOMES
Continuity of supply

Working in partnership

The JELD-WEN Stairs manufacturing facility was built for volume
stair manufacturing and has the capacity to supply to fast
lead-times, on time - even during peak periods of business.
There are also dedicated bespoke production lines for more
specialist stairs such as communal flights, which means we
can guarantee you continuity of supply all year round.

During 2013 Bovis Homes took the decision to enhance
their existing specification and worked in partnership with
JELD-WEN to develop their staircase design.

JELD-WEN has worked in partnership with Bovis Homes
over the last few years to supply both their domestic and
communal staircases.

“As our customers enter their homes the
staircases are quite often one of the first things
that they see, therefore it is very important that
the appearance reflects our design direction.
In reviewing our specification we wanted to
achieve a premium appearance whilst still
maintaining the solidity that people rightly
expect from their staircases.

Michael Black, Bovis Homes Group Development Director said:

‘’Over the last few years we have enjoyed
significant growth and by working closely
with JELD-WEN we have been able to secure
our capacity within their staircase factory, and
importantly, as we have increased the number of
homes built they have proved more than able to
keep pace.’’
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Michael Black, Bovis Homes Group Development Director said:

We are delighted both with JELD-WEN’s flexibility
during this process and, of course, the end result.
Our new baluster design combined with the oak
handrail and newel cap detail has been very well
received by our customers.’’

CONTINUITY
OF SUPPLY

For stairs enquiries contact 01664 504 167
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CONTRACT STAIR RANGE
Designed specifically for large-scale house builders and contractors, our Contract range of stairs
provides the ideal solution for the supply of large volume standard flights.
The Contract range is supplied with three coat primed components made from premium grade softwood, sanded to a
high specification and primed with a satin white finish to provide a functional and durable solution for any new build property.
Our paint and priming systems can significantly reduce decorating time and cost on site - refer to page 18 for more detail.
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CONTRACT
STAIR RANGE

White primed spindles

Turned Newel – 82mm

Chamfered Newel – 82mm

Square Newel – 82mm

Georgian – 32mm

Colonial – 41mm

Chamfered – 32mm, 41mm

Square – 32mm, 41mm

Components

White primed newel

Traditional

Ball Cap

White primed handrails

White primed caps

For stairs enquiries contact 01664 504 167

Acorn Cap

Square Cap

Mushroom Cap
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MADE TO MEASURE TIMBER STAIRS
JELD-WEN offer made to measure timber stairs in almost any design, size or specification to help you differentiate
your project. For the ultra-modern look you can opt for designs from our Contemporary range, or alternatively if
it’s a premium finish you are looking for choose from our Prestige oak and redwood ranges.
Made to measure stair specification
You can choose from the following options for
your stair components:
Strings
• Whitewood
• White oak
• Redwood
• Hemlock
• White primed

Treads
• Whitewood
• White oak
• Redwood
• MDF

Risers
• White oak
• Plywood
• Redwood
• MDF

Handrails, baluster,
newel posts and caps
• White oak
• Redwood
• Hemlock
• White primed

Barbican

Continuous volute handrail
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MADE TO MEASURE
TIMBER STAIRS

Liskeard

For stairs enquiries contact 01664 504 167

Radiance

Camber
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COMMUNAL STAIRS
JELD-WEN offers a complete solution for communal stairs and our range has been proven to meet even the most
exacting performance standards. Unlike domestic flights, the load bearing characteristics of trunks and handrails
are greater, and communal stairs may require fire protection, all of which JELD-WEN can provide.

Fire Protected
Communal Stairs

Communal Stairs
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COMMUNAL
STAIRS

Fire protected timber stairs
In multi-occupancy buildings, communal stairs may act as one of the
routes of escape in the event of a fire. So it is vital that it is able to
resist the effects of the fire and remain its integrity after the fire has
gone out.
Concrete stairs have long been the solution to dealing with these
requirements, however timber fire protected stairs have many
advantages over the use of concrete, not least the aesthetics, cost
and lead-time savings. Unlike many other materials, timber behaves
predictably in a fire, forming a charred surface which provides
protection for the inner structure so that timber can stay intact and
fully load bearing during a fire.
JELD-WEN have worked hard to drive up standards within the industry
and are the only volume manufacturer to be independently certified
by the British Woodworking Federation (BWF) and the Loss Prevention
Certification Board (LPCB) for fire protected stairs. The LPCB tests
and verifies designs, performance, manufacturing process and quality
assurance throughout manufacture to establish whether the timber
stairs are serviceable and an effective means of escape, even after an
extremely hazardous fire.
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”There should be significant cost savings when
using timber stairs in our apartment developments,
not just in the stairs themselves, but also in their
assembly and in the need for less scaffolding.
However, the true benefits are to the customer.
Timber stairs avoid the institutionalised feel of other
materials, such as concrete and metal work, that
is often used in apartments. It also ensures that a
development stands out from the rest, creating a
more aesthetically pleasing feel that buyers will
appreciate and that adds value in the long term.“
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Bovis Homes wanted to include fire protected communal stairs
in their medium rise apartments and chose to install JELD-WEN
timber stairs as opposed to concrete alternatives. The reason
for this being to create a warmer, more welcoming and less
institutionalised feel for occupants within the communal areas.

Michael Black, Bovis Homes Group Development Director said:
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TIME SAVING SOLUTIONS
At JELD-WEN we strive to make installing our stairs as quick and easy as possible. Our newly developed stair
innovations aim to reduce the time and labour spent on site during the installation process, and ultimately help
to bring your project in on time and on budget.

Three coat primed finish

Easy peel tread protection

Five axis technology

One of the most time consuming parts of
fitting a staircase is the painting, and when
working to a tight schedule and budget,
there’s no time to waste.

We can supply our treads and risers with easy
peel away film protection. This innovation
provides protection for the staircase whilst
under construction and can simply be scored
and peeled away after painting leaving you
with clean treads and risers.

At JELD-WEN we have recently invested in five
axis technology, meaning that we can now
supply our newel posts pre-machined ready to
slot into place on site, so there’s no need for
additional work at installation stage.

House builders now have the option to have
staircases supplied part finished, with a three
coat primer applied in factory controlled
conditions. With this time saver there’s no
need for any undercoating, simply apply a
top-coat on site for the perfect finish.
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TIME SAVING
SOLUTIONS

1
The plasterboard receiving channels are
supplied as a kit with the staircase, ready to
install on site.

2
Once all of the channels are fitted the staircase
is ready to receive the plasterboard.

Winder Soffit Preparation kit
JELD-WEN now offers templates for you to
use when preparing the winder soffit that will
save you time and ultimately money on site.
Our Winder Soffit Preparation kit means you
don’t have to measure out all the plasterboard
sections, simply cut out from our templates
and secure in place.

For stairs enquiries contact 01664 504 167

3
The channels are designed to both space the
plasterboard away from the underside of the
staircase, and give positive location to the
plasterboard within the grooves. Please note
that the plasterboard is cut away to show the
channel detail.

4
The underdrawing is completed by installing
the plasterboard to the straight treads.
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TIME SAVING SOLUTIONS
Easyfit stair innovations
At JELD-WEN we have made installing stairs even simpler and quicker with our Easyfit stair innovations.
Our stair components are supplied pre-machined in the factory ready for installation, reducing the time
spent manually cutting these on-site.
The following Easyfit solutions not only save you time but also improve the quality of the finish you can achieve:

1

2

Pre-cut wall string

Pre-notched wall string

 he underside of the bottom end of the wall string is pre-cut to
T
floor level ready to install immediately.

T he underside of the top end of the wall string is pre-notched in
the factory so that it will fit flush over the trimmer.
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TIME SAVING
SOLUTIONS

3

4

Pre-notched newel post

Pre-drilled newel and string tenon

 he newel post is pre-notched at the top to receive the trimmer.
T
Making it easier to make any final adjustments on site to fit to the
exact joist size.

P re-drilled string tenons to give a much tighter draw bore fit and
reduce the chance of squeaking stairs.

For stairs enquiries contact 01664 504 167
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BALUSTRADING SOLUTIONS
With increasing pressure on timescales for new build projects, JELD-WEN have developed several balustrading
solutions to speed up installation and provide temporary measures during the construction process.
Demountable balustrade
With the increase in town-house style developments, where space
is at a premium, JELD-WEN can provide a demountable balustrade
- meaning the balustrade can be simply removed to allow large
items to be moved up and down the staircase. The balustrade
can then be secured back into place.
Four easy steps:

1

2

The balustrade fully assembled.

Unscrew and remove the bolt holding the
handrail and keep safely.

Demountable balustrade
unclipped and removed

3

4

Unscrew the floor rail.
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Once all the fittings have been removed,
the section of assembled balustrade is
simply lifted off.

www.jeld-wen.co.uk

Important: The demountable balustrade is a temporary measure.
You should ensure that the stairwells are adequately protected at all
times to prevent accidents occurring.

BALUSTRADING
SOLUTIONS

Pre-assembled balustrading

Temporary guardrail

JELD-WEN offers factory assembled balustrading, to ensure a quick
and easy fix on site. All our balustrade components arrive fully
assembled so there is no need for time consuming sawing and
cutting. Simply slot the balustrade into place and secure.

In new build properties safety on site is crucial at all times.
At JELD-WEN we have developed a simple temporary guardrail
and edge protection solution to provide additional safety
measures while properties are under construction.
During construction the new staircase strings, treads,
risers and newel posts are secured in place at the first fix stage,
and temporary safety measures will be required to remove the
risk of falling prior to the second fix of the baluster and spindles.
Our temporary guardrail and edge protection provides a
temporary safety barrier both up the stairs and across landings
that alleviates the risk of falling, whilst allowing access for
materials to be moved easily up the stairs. Further details
available on request.

For stairs enquiries contact 01664 504 167
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GUARANTEES & RECOMMENDATIONS
Guarantees
In keeping with our quality policy, JELD-WEN offers
the following guarantees on its staircases:

10

Year Guarantee

MANUFACTURING

10 year guarantee on all products against
manufacturing defects. JELD-WEN will not
accept responsibility for product that has
been poorly installed or modified where the
structural strength of the stairs is impaired.
10 year Chain of Custody Certification
JELD-WEN are able to offer, on request,
®
a full Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
Chain of Custody certified stair specification.
Please call us to discuss your requirements.

Recommendations
Handling
This product weighs in excess of 15kg and must be handled with
care. Your own risk assessment can determine whether an assisted
lift is required or even mechanical lifting arrangements will be
required. Do not lift stairs by one string (top string if laid on edge).
Storage
Stairs should be stored in a dry place, slightly raised from the
ground, adequately protected from the weather and extremes
of temperature. As with all internal joinery, stairs should not be
fitted in a building which has not adequately dried out. Failure to
maintain the moisture content as delivered may have a seriously
detrimental effect on the stairs and how they fit.
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Installation
Refer to the ’stair packing list’ and the ’manufacturing worksheet’
and check that the works number is the same on the stair flight(s)
and loose components. Confirm also that all components are
present. The stair needs to be offered into position, be aware that
load bearing newel posts need to be trimmed to length prior to
installation (look for chisel mark or two drill holes which denotes
floor line). Check treads/newel posts are level and plumb. If a
bullnosed step is to be fitted, check length and fit, trim as required.
Stairs are supplied assembled as far as practical, leaving final
trimming of key components for exact fit on site. If fitting winder
treads, again ’dry’ assemble. Treads have been cut to size in our
workshop. Check treads for level and fit. Treads and risers should
be wedged and glued into the strings and pinned and blocked at
newel posts where the riser meets the tread, always screw and
glue into position to prevent ’squeaking’. (Refer to Fitting and
Care Instructions for Winder Flight Stairs).
If stairs start with a complex turn, i.e. a quarter space landing or
tapered treads on first floor level and above, we recommend that
the decking overhangs the trimmer by 25mm to allow for support
of the first riser. Strings running against a wall should be securely
fixed with screw fixings at approximately every 600mm and packed
to prevent the fixings pulling the string off the treads and risers.
Notice to carpet fitters / purchasers
Carpet gripper rods must not be nailed to the treads and
risers. They must be screwed or glued only. We cannot accept
responsibility for squeaking / damaged stairs if the gripper rods
are not fixed in the correct manner.

GUARANTEES &
RECOMMENDATIONS

For stairs enquiries contact 01664 504 167
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OUR WINDOWS, INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL DOORSETS, PATIO DOORSETS
AND STAIRS ARE MADE FOR YOU
Our huge choice of products means there’s something for every project.

Find out more:
0845 122 2896
projectsuk@jeldwen.com
jeld-wen.co.uk
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For more information call our dedicated
stairs team today on 01664 504 167
or visit www.jeld-wen.co.uk

JELD-WEN UK LTD
Snow Hill, Melton Mowbray
Leicester LE13 1PD
T: 01664 504 167
F: 01664 504 156
E: projectsuk@jeldwen.com
www.jeld-wen.co.uk
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